Idaho IceWorld Freestyle Rules:
Please check our website or call us ahead of time,
for possible last minute schedule changes.
Schedule changes and/or cancellations may occur due to private bookings and partnership obligations.
All rules, policies and procedures are subject to change.
1. Freestyle sessions are for those figure skaters who are practicing elements of figure skating.
2. Figure skates only. Hockey skates are not permitted on a Freestyle session.
3. Skaters must have passed Learn to Skate USA Pre-Free Skate level or be approved by an Idaho IceWorld licensed
figure skating coach. Idaho IceWorld highly recommends all first time Freestyle session skaters be accompanied by an
Idaho IceWorld licensed coach to allow for learning the traffic pattern and etiquette of the sessions.
4. Skaters are expected to be familiar with and abide by the Freestyle etiquette posted on the Idaho IceWorld website.
5. All skaters must sign in and make payment prior to entering the ice for each individual session that you are skating on.
You may not skate part way through consecutive sessions without paying for and signing in for each session. Please
follow our Freestyle schedule appropriately.
6. The maximum number of skaters accepted during a Freestyle session is 24. Coaches are not included in this count.
7. Courtesy - It is essential to respect the rights of other figure skaters and be constantly aware of who is around you.
8. Music - No Parents playing music. Skaters put their music playing devices (or other personal item) in "line" and music
is played on a first come-first serve basis. Skaters are not allowed to stop in the middle of their program and start again.
After a skater’s music is played, it may be put to the end of the line. The music will be played again only if time
permits during the session that they have paid for. Coaches may “bump the line” and play their student’s music if they
are giving a lesson to that student. Coaches may not “bump the line” for their students not in a lesson. A coach may not
“bump the line” twice for the same student in the same ice time if other skaters wishing to hear their music have not yet
had their music played. Additionally, requests by coaches will alternate with music that is already in line (ex. coach,
skater, coach, skater, etc.)
9. Skating with headphones, ear buds or similar devices is not permitted.
10. If a person is skating their program, they receive first priority over the ice surface.
11. If a person is in a lesson, they receive second priority over the ice surface.
12. Freestyle ice is for practice, not socialization. Please leave the ice surface if you wish to socialize or take a break.
13. Skaters must keep moving unless receiving instruction from a coach. If a skater falls, they must get up immediately, if
able to do so. Do not sit on the ice.
14. Parents and spectators are not permitted in the player’s/penalty/scorekeeper’s box area.
15. Coaches may not teach more than two students at a time. Freestyle ice times are not intended as a time for group
lessons.
16. Group programs are not allowed during Freestyle sessions. A group consists of 3 or more skaters.
17. Beverages must be kept in player’s bench areas and not on the cap rail. Food is not permitted.
18. Selfie sticks, and other potentially dangerous accessories or props are not permitted on the ice without first getting the
General Manager’s approval and consent.

Freestyle Reservation Procedure:
1. Freestyle Session reservations may be made 48 hours in advance of the beginning of the session either in person or over the
phone and must be prepaid.
2. Only skater, parent or legal guardian is allowed to make reservations on a skater’s behalf. Coaches and friends will not be
allowed to make a reservation on behalf of another.
3. A valid pass number or credit card payment must be provided at the time reservation is made.
4. Reservations purchased with other means besides the Freestyle Pass must cancel within 30 minutes of the Freestyle session to
receive a session credit. NO REFUNDS.
5. Skaters holding a reservation, but not checked in 5 minutes after the beginning of the session will be removed from the roster
and placed on the bottom of the wait list. Time will be based on the clock display on the Skate Counter cash register.

COST: $10.00 per session
(*$5.00 for 30 minute sessions when available, look for asterisk * on calendar)

Discount passes are available for purchase at the Information Desk.
$90.00 per 10 Session Pass (pay for 9 get one free)

3 month Pass: $252.00

Freestyle Etiquette
It is important for everyone’s safety that all skaters stay aware of other skaters on the ice. Try to anticipate their
patterns as you decide your own pattern. Respect the various zones as illustrated in the diagram below.

If you are a less experienced skater, be extra careful to stay aware of other skaters and look ahead of where you
are skating to see what others are doing or are about to do.
If you are an experienced skater, be patient with the less experienced skaters. Remember – you were new to
freestyles at one time, too.
Be understanding if someone gets in your way.
Remember to look both ways before leaving the railing or skating across the ice.
Keep moving while on the ice. It is dangerous for both you and other skaters to stand still during a session. It is
especially important not to stop in the middle of the ice or any of the jumping corners.
Know the rules. Repect the rules. Follow the rules.

Prohibited Behavior
Kicking, digging holes, scraping or stomping the ice and kicking the railings is prohibited.
Being verbally abusive to other skaters or coaches is prohibited.
Deliberately challenging, scaring or intentionally blocking another skater is prohibited.
Videotaping anyone other than your own skater is strictly prohibited and will not be tolerated.
Exit the ice promptly at the end of the session.
Engaging in prohibited behavior may result in the skater being asked to leave the session without refund
and could result in being banned from the facility for an indefinite period of time.

FREESTYLE
CHECK-IN
PROCEDURE
1. Pay or use Pass at Skate Counter.
2. Obtain an Arm Band for each session.
3. Wear Arm Band on upper arm over the
outermost garment at all times.
4. Return Arm Band to Skate Counter Attendant.

Freestyle Arm Band Policy:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Skater will receive a numbered arm band at check-in at the Skate Counter. Each session
will have a different colored arm band. Skaters may check in to more than one session and
receive more than one colored arm band. Skaters should wear only the appropriately
colored arm band for each session, keeping the arm band for the next session in a safe
location.
Arm band is to be worn on the upper arm (bicep) over the outermost garment at all times.
Skaters not wearing the appropriate colored arm band will be asked to leave the ice.
Absence of arm band indicates that the skater has not checked in for the session and must
do so prior to returning to the ice.
Skaters are responsible for the assigned arm band. Arm bands are not to be loaned,
handed off to another skater or put in the control of anyone else.
Arm band is to be returned to the Skate Counter Attendant when skating is completed. It is
recommended that the skater witness as Attendant marks the arm band as returned. If the
Skate Counter is unstaffed for any reason, skater should keep the arm band until Skate
Counter is staffed. If the Skate Counter has a long line, the Freestyle skater may return the
arm band to the box located to the side of the counter. Note that by taking this shortcut,
Idaho IceWorld does not take responsibility for guaranteed recording of arm band return.
Skater will be held responsible for fine if this option is taken and the arm band comes up
missing at daily inventory.
Failure to return assigned arm band will result in a $25 fine and loss of skating
privileges until the arm band is returned or the fine paid.

